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QUESTION 1

You want to securely distribute credentials for your Amazon RDS instance to your fleet of web server instances. The
credentials are stored in a file that is controlled by a configuration management system. How do you securely deploy the
credentials in an automated manner across the fleet of web server instances, which can number in the hundreds, while
retaining the ability to roll back if needed? 

A. Store your credential files in an Amazon S3 bucket. Use Amazon S3 server-side encryption on the credential files.
Have a scheduled job that pulls down the credential files into the instances every 10 minutes. 

B. Store the credential files in your version-controlled repository with the rest of your code. Have a post- commit action
in version control that kicks off a job in your continuous integration system which securely copses the new credential
files to all web server instances. 

C. Insert credential files into user data and use an instance lifecycle policy to periodically refresh the file from the user
data. 

D. Keep credential files as a binary blob in an Amazon RDS MySQL DB instance, and have a script on each Amazon
EC2 instance that pulls the files down from the RDS instance. 

E. Store the credential files in your version-controlled repository with the rest of your code. Use a parallel file copy
program to send the credential files from your local machine to the Amazon EC2 instances. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company uses a series of individual Amazon CloudFormation templates to deploy its multi-Region applications. These
templates must be deployed in a specific order. The company is making more changes to the templates than previously
expected and wants to deploy new templates more efficiently. Additionally, the data engineering team must be notified
of all changes to the templates. 

What should the company do to accomplish these goals? 

A. Create an AWS Lambda function to deploy the CloudFormation templates in the required order. Use stack policies to
alert the data engineering team. 

B. Host the CloudFormation templates in Amazon S3. Use Amazon S3 events to directly trigger CloudFormation
updates and Amazon SNS notifications. 

C. Implement CloudFormation StackSets and use drift detection to trigger update alerts to the data engineering team. 

D. Leverage CloudFormation nested stacks and stack sets for deployments. Use Amazon SNS to notify the data
engineering team. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A company needs to introduce automatic DNS failover for a distributed web application to a disaster recovery or standby
installation. The DevOps Engineer plans to configure Amazon Route 53 to provide DNS routing to alternate endpoint in
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the event of an application failure. What steps should the Engineer take to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 

A. Create Amazon Route 53 health checks for each endpoint that cannot be entered as alias records. Ensure firewall
and routing rules allow Amazon Route 53 to send requests to the endpoints that are specified in the health checks. 

B. Create alias records that route traffic to AWS resources and set the value of the Evaluate Target Health option to
Yes, then create all the non-alias records. 

C. Create a governing Amazon Route 53 record set, set it to failover, and associate it with the primary and secondary
Amazon Route 53 record sets to distribute traffic to healthy DNS entries. 

D. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm to monitor the primary Amazon Route 53 DNS entry. Then create an
associated AWS Lambda function to execute the failover API call to Route 53 to the secondary DNS entry. 

E. Map the primary and secondary Amazon Route 53 record sets to an Amazon CloudFront distribution using primary
and secondary origins. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is using Docker containers for an application deployment and wants to move its application to AWS. The
company currently manages its own clusters on premises to manage the deployment of these containers. It wants to
deploy its application to a managed service in AWS and wants the entire flow of the deployment process to be
automated. In addition, the company has the following requirements: 

1.

 Focus first on the development workload. 

2.

 The environment must be easy to manage. 

3.

 Deployment should be repeatable and reusable for new environments. 

4.

 Store the code in a GitHub repository. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Set up an Amazon ECS environment. Use AWS CodePipeline to create a pipeline that is triggered on a commit to the
GitHub repository. Use AWS CodeBuild to create the container images and AWS CodeDeploy to publish the container
image to the ECS environment. 

B. Use AWS CodePipeline that triggers on a commit from the GitHub repository, build the container images with AWS
CodeBuild, and publish the container images to Amazon ECR. In the final stage, use AWS CloudFormation to create an
Amazon ECS environment that gets the container images from the ECR repository. 

C. Create a Kubernetes Cluster on Amazon EC2. Use AWS CodePipeline to create a pipeline that is triggered when the
code is committed to the repository. Create the container images with a Jenkins server on EC2 and store them in the
Docker Hub. Use AWS Lambda from the pipeline to trigger the deployment to the Kubernetes Cluster. 
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D. Set up an Amazon ECS environment. Use AWS CodePipeline to create a pipeline that is triggered on a commit to the
GitHub repository. Use AWS CodeBuild to create the container and store it in the Docker Hub. Use an AWS Lambda
function to trigger a deployment and pull the new container image from the Docker Hub. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When a user is detaching an EBS volume from a running instance and attaching it to a new instance, which of the below
mentioned options should be followed to avoid file system damage? 

A. Unmount the volume first 

B. Stop all the I/O of the volume before processing 

C. Take a snapshot of the volume before detaching 

D. Force Detach the volume to ensure that all the data stays intact 

Correct Answer: A 

When a user is trying to detach an EBS volume, the user can either terminate the instance or explicitly remove the
volume. It is a recommended practice to unmount the volume first to avoid any file system damage. 
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